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Mrs. Sallie Scott
Dies On Monday
_—
Mrs. Sally Scott of 228

'Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, August 11, I 966

North
14...ti Street, Pactorah, died at the
Murray-Calloway` County Hospital
on Manday. She was the wife of
the let, Deaus Scott and a native
of C.allaway County.
The deceased' was a member of
the Scotts .,0-,ave Sept* Church
in CaOroway County
Survivors are four sons. Samuel
C. Scott of Dexter, Carlos A.
Scott of Deleon Mich., Clayton
Score and Frank Scott. both of
Flint, Mieh ; two derrehters, Mrs.
Thekn EL Hollingsworth of Bell,
California and Mrs. Beatrice illsIrdosh of Paducah with whom she

Murray Hospital
6
Census — Nursery
Admissions, August 8, 1966
Miss Debbie Nance, Route 6,
Murray; Miss Deborah Callhodn,
Route 1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Clews
J. Paschall, Route 1. Hazel; idia.
Rerriana Roberts and baby 01,
Route 6, Murray; Mrs. Anna
rend and baby boy, Route 3.
ray; Mrs. Sally Scott, 228 N. 1
Praiticah; Jerry Don Tucker, Rath
Kt lasea; Matiter RGSS C. James,
Box 325, Murray; Mrs. Manor
Flood, Dexter; Mrs. Bertha Brown,
lOir South lain. Murray, Maeter
Bobby E. Sadler. Route 1, Lynnville; Allen Dale Morns, Route 1,
Kirksen Mrs. Mary E. Raiford.
1621 Olive, Murray;
Dismissals, August 8, 1966
Mr. Arthur 13. Brannon. Rade
3. Puryear, Tenn.: Mrs. Lorene
Byers, Route 2, Murray; Mrs. Katy
Mailer, Route 2, Hazel; Mrs. Mot-dee Miran°, Route 4, Murray;
Mrs. Sully Scott ,Expirede 236
14th. Paducah; Mrs. Bobbie
617 Broad, Murray; Mrs.
Brandon, 10th, Murray; Mr.
cal Bromism, Puryear, Tama
Earl Byerly, Route 1; Almo.
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One Is Hurt
Major Projects In Five Counties , InNoTwo
Car Wreck
Takes Attention Of The TVA

Two cars were mvolved in an
accident yesterday at 3;50 p.m.,
according to Patrolmen Bill McDougal arid Ed Knight of the
Murray Police Department who
investigated the collision.
Debby
at
Murray
Cialloway
Route Two, ildelng a, 1866 Comet
four doer owed by Bryan Celloway, was bseidele out of it Farting apace and hit the ION Chevrolet 4 ton truck in the right
side, acoording to the Police.
The truck was owned by E.
Blarikenthep and was driven by
Ray Lynn Hill of 916 North 18th
Street.
Chief of Police Brent Mannang
said no nations were issued by
the POIACe on Wednesday.

The Tennessee Valley Authority
beginning its 1987 fiscal year
'AY h more than 8,100 employees
it ;king on eng veering design and
-n-struct.ion . acelytties. Mcluding
major projects In five states.

Theft Solved
Quickly By
Graves Police

National Fertilizer Development
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10 Killed As
Bridge Falls

Fred Wilkerson
Dies Early Today

Ladies Day Golf
Winners Are Named

Two Firemen
Injured In
Home Blaze

LATE NIKE NEWS

Countians Are Named
To Council Of 400

Calloway Winners
Are Named Today

Rules For Job Are
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Reward Offered In
\ Alligator's Death

Ma society. mid It swum be -un
possible to place a prect. ista the exit
1‘1111.111MED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING
catkinal value of Oki Joe as he
ouwauudapag or the siurray Ledoer, The Calloway COld.PANY. LaeTenet mod The
was viewed by thousands of people
Elmes-tieread, October 2ti, ISM. and du Wen Eannickah, January
TAL1.AILAis..1411K Pia. 11Pli —A oho Might otherwise
never have
1, Leal_
MOO reward Monday yaw uttered die opportunity to study
an &ilttor the WM= or wean rupeeto the widened"
eible ke era dude d Old Joe, the
Re reserve the edit to react any Aelvestioladi Leads to the
Oki Joe well be preserved in a
riddrat.
1 andater Med at nearby WskuPle
ar Public Voice items Mudh la oar -viode. ere set fee Ike
bait to&oaten state and teed as a "visual
arainga
liertairtor cur readers.
Tee reward WSJ offered by the ald- this nommer for a elites of nen
by United Press hsterealional
'AMORAL REPRIIIMPTATIVIS: Idaujact Imam rya, tam
Noumea' Audubon Society in au &s- wildlife officers.
idastiees Ave., Illbropets•TA LAB NW. Mee
leety& to track down the loam' o/
York. N.Y., Ty a Thunclid.. Atli' 11
' the
Stapheumon
Detroit, Mice23dird day of 1996 with 1.42 to
the likaemi historical symbolfoilNEW YORK VP" —Spatial steps
latieread ell the Post Oetice, Murray, Eamituel,. kir treamealem
wean body was recovered bum the
an
mama be taken to amine gee odeThe moon is between its
Nouns a taloa sumo of trained
Second Clem Matter.
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personnel State Education Depart
Okt
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believed
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The atomize seers are Mare, mays the Council Cln Plume Hiedds
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around
thus clay In hated:
ANISeiNI ikare
In 1936, Nam aborrn trodas de- take the ,lollowing easediree:
—
Have
senses
of sight and %nen
monstrated wakes the Genline
checked periodwale by a doctor.
Jews.
!This
wall
In MC. Sloven ebrooreat Andgive you a dude to Your
LEDGES•TERMS MA
ean Nikolesiev was launehed ed I abides to read medicine labels or
dace for a trip Us& basted nearly detect a gas kat
The Murray American Legion bitseball Wain,
state cham- Doer daye. He kw taidowed 34 — Keep a nal in the bathroom so
pions, will leave tomorrow at eager& a. M. for
Wilmington, hours Jahr by aeronaut Pawl nag for help in caw of a fall or
tagnows. when the puce may be
Nierth CaroLtna to participate in the area finals
PoporIch.
which lead to
In L964. race note that singe coo week to be heard
the finals to be played at Ethinark, South Dakota..
the Nev. Jersey oars cif Pater- — Check making sodas reguiar:y
Prentice L. Lassiter ha-s been elripioyed by the
Murray son and Ekaabecti. kw
Vivo days for strengidi Make are the rubber
Board of Education to serve as Director of
Pupil Personnel broke out.
dp hi not worn
for the City SchooLs. Lassiter was superint
endent of GalloIn 1965 Negroes brogan rioting — Check home slippers and meow
way County Schuss for eignt years.
In the Wt* Aection of Loa for perfect fa They Alma have
Jane Belote, Marian BelOte, Mary Jo
Oakley, Edward Amens Seireiral dant, of violence nomakki week
Parker, Larry Ryan, Linda. Ryan, Tommy
Sanders, Buster took 34 Ines. and ad Where were — Wipe up slippery
floors immedinjured
Scott„, Bill Tuttle, Kara& Warming, Sue Ann
ilar.y atructuree were
Watson, Jane
burned and tooted and hundreds iately. Place a rubber bath mat in
Wheat/ey, Bobby Williams, and Tommy Williams
are young- sere armee&
the tub before stepping
sters from six to ten years of age that
'el- hit h
particpe.ted in the
V'
Heroes for senior Citizere should
Children's Red Cross beginner class 'taught
by Mrs. James C.
A dhought for the day -- Ohnie tame low bathtubs. low
beds, sod
WillialMs.
dean author John Striager said: beratralls in the
bathroom Staar.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry and .1112%. Roward Olila attended
the three "Our bitterest wine k abwege eases should have handrails ou
40 Per ( ard
day leadership training conference recently
of the Kentucky drained from crushed Weak,"
both sides.
Congress of Parents and Teachers which
was held at the
UMversity of Kentucky in Lexington.
4
them before the judgment seat. of world opinion."

140

The Almanac

!Safety Steps Are
I Needed In Homes
For The Elderly

More rhan 10.0Q0 request's fur
brochures on Kentnefortremodilioll
attractions were received by the
State Travel Division after a story
on them appeared in a recent Red
book Maganne.
About severs pin* cent of ail trucks
unproted on Kesaucky rugentess
have defects so serum that they
are not ailowed o prooeed at mice
awls the Kentucky Deparusient of
Motor Truseportanon.

the house.

Ten Years Ago Today

•

Sidewalk Sale
'SIZZLERS'

Quotes In The News
ly ICISITIJ) PILES'S INTKILNATIONAL

CLOVES

LEICESTER. England — Mrs. Mary Williams. identifyi
ng
a strange intruder while, strolling in. her rose
garden;
"Alligator!"

HORTON — Quartermaster IC Janes Andrews,
who servGRENADA, Mis.s. — Policeman Giles Crisler. breaking
ed until March aboard .he U & Coast
up
Guard cutter Siffickeg &group of Whites
heckling a Negro civil rights demonstration:
by an'American plane oil Viet Name:
-I'm in charge tonight. Any violations will be dealt
-You get allied 11 you show lights at
with
night."
on either side I don't want to hear any hollering
down here
or you'll be arrested for disturbing the peace."
JACKSON, Miss. — Dr Martin Luther
King Jr., to the
Soutriern Christian Leadership Conferen
ce meeting:
The marches now under way in
Chicago have unmasked
the hypocrisy of the residential area
of the North and Mlled

917'

•HOSE

'9410
*

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
August 12-13
THE FABULOUS

MUSICAL MARLINS

"Sleepy Marlin" is a virtuoso fiddler, and his family loves

•
••••......1P1s• WY.

•

makin' music for your fun.

Pr.

PRICES:

-.24c Pr. and 48c Pr.

Reserved Seats

$2.50

General Admission

2.00

Children 12 di Under - 1 2 Price

SHOES

'1.50 and '1.99

PERFORMANCES START AT 8 P.M. (C.S.T.)

•

TOT Reserved Seats, Call

LITTLETON'S

KENLAKE STATE PARK
Hardin, Kentucky

Phone 474-2211

Tuneful Tractor
For The Farmer

•

6

In Kenlake State Park, Hardin, Kentucky
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OVERLOOKING BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE

SUMMER

5

'1111

Power

KENLAKE
AMPHITHEATRE

AUGUST 12& 13th —

YARD GOODS
„BUTTONS

a
WADS
'op Pack

COME TO

*

e•

4

•

All in favor of happy, Wholesome Sealtest treats...
raise your hand!

IL

•

Get the best...get

So delightful...so convenient in handy millti-paks!

'Nt

•

Scaltes1'Sad
Sentlaw
Sig 'sendoff undoes to a
Ascii Iwo great gam tomb,.
ne ens leraberry or Chaohet Wiping over Vanilla,

/Or101111
01101
IS i

Scaliest Isere gristle Sari
. Creamy cruwev taste sci
seam' Dercous Sanest tot.
r.s ke Croarr •ots a Whoa.'
welded t.11ocelsty coating.

4
Stillest Chat•-est Sundae
`Cones. ',vaned Vanilla Ice
C•eam.wth a chocolaty topping
and lots of crunchy. nuts. All
Ito and a honey-roll cone, toe.

"
17
11
.6
Stillest Ice Cream Sandwiches.
...311.1101,uearny Sealtest Va.
nine Ice Crern between flavor.
rich chocolaty wafers Abet
Maly, positively delicious!

Stetted lee Cream gars_
lots of wonderful Sealtest
Ire Cream lavishly topped
with a chocolaty coatrng Buy
1
,
love 4
'ern by the

Erne.
Irtf•T ROM' M.B M your ITICIUM
chocolaty furigsicles that alltime favorite of everybody now in handy multi-pats!

Stollen Paptittaa.... frosty,
thirst quenching Popsecles -- in
a variety of great flavors inclucl.ng real orange. grape and
lime! Sealtastivtiolesonegoed!

•

•

•

•

•
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(Continued From Page One)

Wtrtn cloys are hat and files are

•

NEW LUCITE WALL PAINT LESS WORK

6

IS CLEAN - EASY - QUICK MORE YEARS OF W
• no stirring—no thinning

WITH LUIC'TE HOUSE

PAINT
• doesn't drip, run or splatter like ordinary paints
• covers wood, brick. stucco, masonry, cinder block
• dries in 30 minutes
• easy application
brush or roller

with ). no primer needed for repainting

• clean-up with soap and
water

flows on easily with brush
or roller

resists chipping, crack• use Duco Satin Sheen •
ing. peeling and blisterEnamel for woodwork,
ing
kitchens, bathrooms
• for exterior trim — use
NOW ONLY
Dulux Tritn and Shutter
Enamel

.1NS
•

$4.47

$5.57

ire r gallon

per gallon

Kuhn's Variety
„.
Corner Of Fifth and Maple

•

•

•

IN 1958 Charles Starkweather, 19, and his 14- IN JULY eight student
year-old girl friend, Carol Ann Fugate, %sent on nurses were murdered
is trail of isenselees murder, through Ne,braeka one by one in an apartand Wyoming. They left 11 dead behind them. ment in Chicago. Re-hStarkeeather oas executed in Nebraska. Carol ard Speck, 24, a driftAnn, nov6 22, I. sersing a life sentence there, er, assets in Cook Counbut is asking for a neo trial, contending that ty Jail for his trial in
she had nothing to do with all those murders. that bloody massacre.

ON ALI& I Charles'
Whitman exceeded all
these, killing his state,
his mother, then sniperkilling 13 more fnati
Still) the t niversity of
Texas 27-story Tosser.
policeman killed him.

'Industries come
ere trees are!

GROW A
PULPMILL T

REJECTS PACT

HEW DELHI IrPt --Pcr.F,ign
Swaran Singh Wednesliy -rejected a call from a CcmgraMisi
bullets are a record. Boston still is looking for the strangler
THE MASSACRE RECORD --Charles Whitman's sniper rampage
member of Parliament Ic-r a nenwho killed 11, maybe 13, women there between 1962 and '64.
at the University of Texas recalls these other modern times
cagreirten pact ee'h Red' Otero
A handyman who tried to confess is in a mental hospital.
Massacres. The 15 persons who died immediately of his
CaVerIttl roar:
"Th7re's no semi!
a pact to a country istiitb bell:Yea
when they a ere about to keel over in th. inevitability of woe" Sinoh ' Prevent Forest t-ires
Jaaluiaon. jockcing from the 'eon theoaorus
Backstairs At The ident
from the combined effecta of hun- said.
unrevisad and untorrected proofs,
Walking around the White House ger and heat
•
White House
was heavy going for he author. He
ran up against the fact that John- greends one day with a group of
WATCH THIS NEWSPAPER FOR
By Marrbnan 'Smith
son's best stories are theme of politi- reporters the President said. "I
OK White House Reporter
cal turmoil years ago in Teva.s and wish tie could Invite you fellows in
for kunch, but I don't think we've
DATES OF OPEN HOUSE
atutritionIsts estimate that the
WASHINGTON
- Backstairs in the Coneeris .
food elements in one quart of milk
M the White House'
Mnet of the President's beat mo- got enough soup"
and Register for FREE TV
Bill Adler who compiles the say- ments of genuine humor boae so
This was a lot funnier than even rauld cad more than 40 cents
Irsgs of just about anybody from much of their hilitarity ellen re- liedler realized Johnson made taus duplicated by other foods.
to he given sway
limping first graders to those of duce(' to paper When Johnson tells remark at about 3 p. m., on a hot_
high station, is coming out with the story of a befuddled lobbyist day after walking around the cirYou Do Not Have To Be Present To Win
& new book this faU called "Press at the Texas Legislature many ri-Oar driveway ,for nearly two
More than $21 million was paid
Manual Wit from Waithington to years ago, he does it with lavish hours The faneshed and fatigued
Lexinggestures, he armies several typi- reporters thought it was funny ase for thoroughbred horses at
dicing 1966 The
ton
auction
sales
cal voices and his facial expression the devil to be talking about soap
. ?faintly there are those who will ranges from
,,high point came 1n July when 282
Phone '753-5065
312 N. 4th Street
glee to gravity
Malt more highly of another Adler
yeailoos averaged $17.962.
Oil paper. it tunse out to be a
volume, "Loser Letters to the H.
rather so-so story. In fairness to
ties." Lt. really Ls not Adier's fault
Adler, this particular story which
be presidents as • dam art Sakes
about 10 minutes to tell Is
mit vent funny people.
not In his new book.
A greed deal of the so-called wit
No r-uthor can eapture the best
and humor attributed to the late
of LBJ humor which *pods
Provident John P Kennedy--was-large-1y on his vocal expreenson, ova
not the material of a aboryteller Oe
many people outride the White
naconteur. but largefir ?POO Mont
Hour-e know it, but he is a superb
it and understated irony.
minrc He can mature up the
' --!theist of the departed Speaker Sam
Hard Time
Rayburn with voice and facial exAdl,r's chapter on wit of Prot.
pressions that are remaricable.
When he is UM:at:net someone he
dose not like part.cularly, mimicry
WHERE SHOPPING IS A PLEASURE INSTEAD OF A TASK
turns to satire with ice-pick sharp-

PLANT
TREES

,
ter

•••

1o

•

IN 1949 In Carladen, N.
J., Hoiiard Unruh, 28,
khot and killed IS peralms, twine familiar to
him, others stranger*.
The World War II veteran ea.oonomitted to
Trenton State Hospital.

Co-operation dies the tesde!
One tail err duty at the rear,
Can't reach the fly beliind the ear:
But two tails, if arranged- —with
craft.,
Give fuE protestirm, fore gild aft.
Though some pursue' a lonely
course,
Let Wse men emulate the horse
TO make burdens half nv great
Use horse sense — and co., into

•

JOHN CREASEY'S thriller... an impostor at large

A HAPJCII
PCP" TIlE EIALEICIAT
rarvd.b.,..mrcr—rx.y.rinzruadvrictrA11.7`.:WSW.? -

CHAPTER 26
I beyond Mystic RIVer Bridge, fifteen until flve o'clock. I was
JOHN MANNF.RING was In which he recognized, and maw in my shop 1 had three custhe Runt room at the apart- the overhead sign reading Chel- tomers, each of them there by
•
ment going through some cata- sea Once he made the right appointment and each of them
logues of sales when the tele- turn he knew where ne was go- will vouch for the tact that we
ing The next and obvious quell- did business together Two memphone rang
"Manner-mg eere," he answer- tem was- why nen anyone mur- bers of my staff will vouch for
dered Mrs Marden and the that. also I was not out nere
"Okay," said Jebb "Will yi.w
John" said Bob Corry gruR• other woman? What conceivgive me the names of the cue
ly, "Rebecca Warden s mother able motive could there or"
has been murdered"
(Ono that ann tie might get tomers'"
Rebecca was crying silently
Mannering st000 without straight to the root of the matter
Mannering went attruM to net
speaking
Ha weir looting for the street and Corry took me arm front
"Are you there?" Corry demanded
name when it saw •n sunbu• her shoulders He gave lebt
Mannering said stiffly -Yea. ifirsce turn a corner inc swing three names and fret wroti
Bob Where s Rebecca
Assist rum its siren waiting He each down carefully Manner
"Here with me - Boo sato istrossur into the roars os email tog tObiti the gsrl• nen,* aft
,
"John this p pideoue The trii - wooden houses A group ol go- I Stir looked at him througn to
Other
oer ,woman who need her
.we, nice car. sno a crown of twenty mist 01 tears
ye
Krum .to0
• —or puny people told mm tsar'
find out why thi. was none
Mannering made himself sin( this .A.a• the place he ain ionic
"How
mg for Mannering pollen up and there s one rxisintee reriaon
"Head wounds.' imp, Corry Sway from the tine of cars and
"l--I don I understand at all
choking "Will you corn. tier, walked along
Rebecca manages, to say
a
at (weer
I m rotes Maimering here to
"To silence your -mother,
'Yea
promise° Mannering inert Lieutenant lebb, he toid Mannering said • "To maKe sure
"Yea He nung up then called a preicentan
that she couldn t tell the police
•
police neadquarters
"Why sure Mr Mannering what she knew Was Inert say
"Give me Lieutenant Jebb Of 1 ve been told to Cape( t you, thing at all any little thine"
Homicide pier's, Manneemg the policeman said sno stood
'1 keep telling the police
nere ne said stiffly
Manneong purees more there 'fin I anything said fte
aside
bet
CA and ehe closed net eyes
iesecemen
save
the
Lieutenant leer got on the
front door
wire ano sail 'You want to Of the little house stancltng 'Mother wa;" her usual self this
talk to me Mr Mannering"
open
morning She nadn t a worry in
Corry anti Rebecca were in 'the world, except her illness
**Lieutena nt said Ma nnertng,
"have you heard about the mur- the front room the girl looking Sae can t nave known anything
der of Rebecca Martien -moth- as if she could taint Corry had It Ian t possible "
er
an arm- arouno net shoulders,
"John do you have to start
'That double killing out at aid his expreasion was lost and on her!" demanded Corry.
•
(Chelsea
nelpless too
-Yea.
Mannering gain
"That, the one"
..Jebb was in the room already. , "lent. s right Above everything
"De you oelieve this I. con- and as Mannering went in lebb clime we need • motive
Have
nected with the other affair Mr said "We lust nave to have a you boiled to see if anything
Mannering
motive. Miss Marden People has been stolen Rebecca?" •
"I tern t Know " said Manner- don t kill without a motive '
'What would anyone want to
mug•1 think you ousel in, cher it . Rendera sesta nunkily -There steal"' she nernandeo heorteasall the movements of Ben Tozer can t ne a motive there lust ly -There inn t any money
cant he
anti Cvoi fearotry
The life seemed to only. a teo dollars
Ate son-,
"Ili get moving,- ICA) said Or Mauled Rut ot tier voice and haven't anythifig worth steal"Velooe . are you Mt Manner• xtle looked up al Mennering tng ng"
dully "I can t even begin to
Where would these few dot "At my-apartment l'in going think of a reason
, tars be
asked %tanner- mg
WhYdon
to MISS Ma rtlee. 1 place et or,e
Y0
"`
1""11"'' '-'Is -my mothers room. Ke
"I'll see vou there. (ebb saId tinning per" Cove. demanned. I
said
becca
•
Mannering strode out the door and swung around on MannerWill You show —
Mr:, -John
cell you inapt
and Y%-aitt (Or the elevat.,
,
ft , "I refuse to 'Wow her to Mei
fear that he had orought rout them' They're torturtng
'inside that room a. Corry SAIO
mitt across the Atlantic with nim - becch
'Mr Corry." lebb 'said sod- I hotly. "Haven't you any feeling
cut veto deep It wan more than
that too he nao oeen so pre• .tidily, "you seem very anxious at all
occupied with the rebuilding neer to get rid of us Maybe you V. "Of course." Jebb muse.:
the whole (attains " protect that a good reason ('an you tee me .aloud "we could oolrl you tom
he mufti I given the other side where you were between three- questioning, Mr Corry until
ot it enough thought, even aftei thirty and four-thirty this after- • such tune as we nave rrao a
Ichance to Interrogate your
the attn. ir on Davis o men and noon s"
Corry a arm seemed to stiffen ' loaners inn your stall It we
that fit-mat I He couein t'nonsite
ne Mind Rebecca's shoulder, out had to do that we would take
•exponaibility now. alter
bad 'brought the melding the he Man I Lake it away His own you along to Precinct Headmaterials. Rest Tozer a no mid shoulders squared, and his head quarters Why don't you lust
AWint ',beg as if he were Mak- keep quiet ?"
• Cyril Farmer
Into the tension which folTrue. Tozer had orought ing a ,onscious effort to take
.,,Farnver, Mit II Artiomite0 to at- this right on the chin He didn't lowed, Rebecca said "I'll show
glance at Mannering. did not you."
'most the snore thing'
• a •
I even katik at ,Rebecca who was •
ANNKRING soon was in . twisting around and staring at
"Referee fined a key Into
'vs his: car, He halt to. watch him ali it the world depended on her mother's stronghos and
his
answer.
the roads carefully, not being
dreo bark the lid
the box
-ao familiar with them, but at I "Yes," he said "I can account ono empty
" The story
underpass
tomorrow.
from
twofor every mmute,
continues here
lig last he reached an
Itch t int,

•

11--SERVICE GINTER-

In many ways, the, Jchnson
humor resembles that of his old
friend former Precedent Harry
Truman. Both men deLght in
stories with the earthy origin uf
the farm or ranch. The Jolurro.,
and Truman brand, of humor Ire
wrently deals with 'the plight of a
cowboy, a farm lewd or a srmC,'
town figure in ros battle with
much larger outside world

CHOICE

HUNTS 21 ('an

Peaches

1Sirloin orikeif lb.

25c

CHOICE

89c

Chuck Roast lb.

49c

SMOKED

Picnics lb. 39c
ARMOUR REELFOOT 12 Oz, Pkg,

Many Kennedy Stories
Kennedy's wit was a blend 0t
sciphistication. superbly spare dm,
cry and Trish stories of which the,,
are apparently several hundre '
thousand •Pormer President Dwirh,
D Eisenhower was a man of qtr.,
reserve and diren'ty in the larniz
House that he seldom used hurtle,
in speeches. bid he did have a
great st-re of amusing anecciot.
from Army life.
In rettactrat much proadem•
homer to paper, the product dote
ore travel well for it rillArsea In the
transfer the setting and mood of
the moment A case in point. one '
of Adler's fplecticms from the Joh%

II 'ill Its

Apple Sauce--3-for 39c

Wieners
MATCHLESS

DELITED — 3; lb. Jar
,
,•.11.0.•
413,••••
1.41.4•1.IIDT•0 •-•01,

JELLY

44c

89

BACON

1 lb.
— Wised 69
.1

16

JUICY

-

us
eel rue.
..„

- -

LEMONS — Doe, 290

Teehasei.

Sanborn
IIL COFFIEF

KY, BEAUTY GREEN

BEANS _ —2(an, 250 King Size 69e
3—No, 303 Can

BUSH

Turnip Greens

WHOLE

39c

WISHBONE 1,000 ISLAND

\

„

•

FRYERS _ "b. 29
PURPLE HULL

11.1

1 lb. 69e

lb 190

PEAS

('OOKING

Apples lb. 10c
SALAD BOWL Qt.

DRESSING

Salad Dressing

39c

ROYAL

INSTANT PUDDING bo. 10c

QUART 21t

1,000 SACCHARIN

Purex 5 qt. 57c

TABLETS

59c

PILLSBURY
cans
for

3 250
BISCUITS
Sunshine Fig Bars __rk 35c

SAFEGUARD

SOAP

3

NABISCO FLINGS _
FREEZER

Itirs

3-fo

Box

33
°

12 Pints For

PORK

ROLE COSTUME—Fairly new
on the Hollywood scene is
Shnnghal-born Irene Tsu,
shown in one of the costumes
she wears as a itholde secretary In the film -Caprice:
with Dons Day and Richard
Harris as co-stars,

writing. irwilt with Hesuld Ultri Arbil or rotes Copyright
ista, 1964, by John CtraPYY
Instribotied by K mg 'Flotprem Syndicate,

STEAK lb. 69c Containers nc
SLICED and 1)E111N/
in

READ POTATO

Potato Salad

33c

Jowls 2lbs. 98c

•

•

•

••

•

-

10

-1.

•
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Miss Janet Rwth Burke
I/
ted By
Foster Allen In Church Ceremony Miss byte Hargis
. Aug. I- matching Deer boar with an over- For Sunday ,Wedding
1101PIONOVIL.tLIC. Ky.

irir

Thu imarleige of Mies Janet ly. of -NM Wein She ware a
The
• Radek daughter of Mrs. coroner of Irene araints
Mrs Ain, mother or tete
Richard Mirk). Pace Sr , of the
IL imp cananunitty, and the late bridegroom. chose • day here
bon lace ensemble with matoteen
Abner Lew is Butte, and Witham ban
P'ositer Allen. sin of lira Limed acieessirles. Her hat WOO Olt sky
William Allen of Pembroke, and bate illusion She wore • corsage
the lete Mr Allen, was solsinnind cir -white orchid&
"Glenburatie" the Colonial home
in a arable ring ceremony at 10:30
Banana moms*, holy 313, Al We of the bride's went& was the
/frs•
Mena. Benoit church with Rey. scene of the reception
alueses received thew bridal
Mr and Mrs T 0 Curd, 31e.• Beamed C. Mater. greet uncle of
Thiirsday„ Aswan 11
of the altayheld Road arm_ Int We bride and pastor of We Me- napkins from Mae Mary June
The run( ascom ct.th worn- 1
parents of a baby bee bons Wed- thothe au, Camden, Minn, limn niece 01 the bride, et
nt's
Society a ached-'
toed Mary
meat at ..4e catairch " Mrs. N. P Htuson presented needise, Ausrust 3, at lie MOW/ affinitive.
Lysit Grave Mail Elteabera Pace,
to
the program at the meeting of Comity Hanital at Parn Tama
The altar at the in-year-cid aim niece at the bride. presided
torten pm
the Alice Waters Circle at the The Curds hive one araglater, einach was banked sash Kentia at the silver punch bowl
•••
Woosana Society of Christ:se Ceara. age three.
Mrs Phil& Haash of Clarkseli
palms arei fern lei;'.5 III a pyramid
Salinity. _tenet 13
•••
arrangement with Lupe being served the cake and was sesisted
A shoser far Mrs. Mau*. Faun& *Sere:he id the Pair" Methedhe .
Dr and Mrs Prat* Mit and of white emote, stock gladioli aad by Mrs Mabel Ferguson
and son. Jimmy, win be held At Munn bead Thesday mornint al
Waaren Lee Tuner, Jr., ag
, inter Nb. 2 at the City Pare at hille-thertY o'raxd at the axial ama. David aad Tons, ear the bray chrys.trithennints Oselther
tiitSon neeyhis Pagan White Pace and
truee.e of h.s parents. Mr and aide were swags of
. :11230 pm. with Mra Je:r) &at- haLl ce _ 41e chun
sew mid m....a. Joe B‘Ahri.,, as haip
.i 1.11!e lanilitrant leader Presented hiks. Claude L Mailer. Martins flanked by fern bails
'
tndwent Jahn Meredith Pace., nephew! of
,ra ..4,., poidai a renew at the Program booklet Chapel Ftoad. They are enrage Ilona arrangements The windmill the bride. awaited the grade dtirbeesa. The • cm Lem
ter the rear -Cwassame an'd De- to Ftwaiiii where Capt. Miner wal , a-ere tairguel Ln strerserry aria ing the reception.
brate were destroyed by fue an 1 irvell.
Mrs Canine Anderson Austin,
, Man" is •tbe theme of the Pro- oe stationed at the Tripler Army family pews were marked v.-rch
Monday.
piarat, payed appropriate beak•• •
Medical Center, Honduln
t wtute saun bou a.
•••
Mrs. R. R Fkactratlerhern cave the •
i Mr
da, grausai musk during tne rompThomas Rutter of Pauch
'.
I orider cles'oncn. atki NIL% Eilin MoUtigale.
. ALii;.
Thesa
bibei.,,,
4, No41114. II
Mr and Mrs David Mater who causal of the bride, nese:Med an don
Par the wedding trip. Mrs. Alof the }Lamb., fai.... Gria was rare( era. scar:alai life trader °Paned attended the summer term at Mur- anran recital of wedding music
by re&-lwal the Pt.
"'" kin State CrtnenatY raw tett for and accamparaed Miss Mary Dee 1 ten cave a lrght blue linen enta: Lae awte Rea st seven am_ the Pr*ram
green and like
er ca.-yrs.-1r for the day
.
•••
I Delaidics. P. where the! will Claybrouke of Trenton, Tenn.. a , sembie with &
rot call
-- and nuhuchs weee 'leach :n ale Oman. County college roonunate • of the bride, doted apart at the Yam:know alkie
The Beans Cram Circle. aril .I The we beige lizard &centimetre and
into was the vomit
Meet an the social hall at 7:30 rad hY ?dm Prig* KArie. seem" School System
p.m. The prwraer, wir be layan tary. Mrs. Dc.n Robinson, cirele .
•••
I - The bride was Wen in mar- pinned Use orchid canine Irma
Mr. and Mrs Bi-Th: Masten and I nage by hor step-father, R. Z. the erntar tier at the worldly raks
be Mr& Bryan Overran Hatlawes chwar"on. Preatded and "lincUnICwill be Mrs. Robert Lowe end . wr lb" the iebe'r" WBCB wl2 ; denebtsra of Detroit. Mich . are ! Pace Sr She wore a traditatmat an her nicket
pouovang Wan try,' Mr. antl
, peau mom The
I have a ninarsege sale ta October: • the sums •of na„,,,„,„ arid men*,1.0,,,,,,whit.
Mr& Latt Watkup. •
Munn, and Callaway Counin ; Maurer cut silhouette featured Mrs. Alien will reside cm Nandi
in
ma...*
,,,,,
a.
‘.....,
Aarsujneenien,
I
•f_ .
•__ •
•••

t,Att.V*1

-
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p. Htttson
Preserts Program
At Circle Meeting

Personals

Idles Ilsorgebta &gee Hama.
Veto wit, be married be 111imelle D.
Weems. /tundra, Awn 14. has
crayaged her aredin piers.
The doubie-ring caramony wM
take place Si three Makin in the
attenicon at Union Orem Churn
of Christ. Witham limirdisen mad
Henry Hargh, father of the Wei
will perform the ceremony/. Mai
will be Belts-tiara from CINWAIIII
Octane a capella recordisam arranged by Jerry Connor
Mims Judy Hug* dam ot the
trate. will eerie as meld al boom
Brideensaide wilt be Aim Swan
Brooke of Indianapolis. Indiums,
Mlii Vugini• Pace of Hopkinsvile, and lIbes Betty Ann wears
or Murray
Serving We groom am nit man
MR be en father. Allin L
ninatariella ielle be WItad Ai Jr. at iliwray, Roger
Oilic or mall& saat moon &ono
arson of Maytield.
The reception will be held at
the Murray Woman s Club Howa•
immediately ronowring the ceremony

The *met./ register vaa be kept
by Miss. Prances Armstrong of
Lyeni Grove Asening at the reception will be his. Charles Pepper of imaindie, Indiana and
Mire learin Elkins of Murray
maw et the bride Also meanlag will be Mrs Willard ATh., Jr
•
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nrn MetheLst Church. Platen, bugie beada and small cluslers at etkicaton and Emboli makir. she Smith, Thomas and Beth. and
i John the morning meeting
R‘,..-.
i. ...tad re
on August 41 Mrs Thames Ladd pearls The controlled dome-strap- gari-t Iiii Led as ottniVtle sceirlins Mr. and Mrs Ed Cramer of
with fan al both tnet.ltuttoos.
Chiradroro: Jerry W Moulder of
8"te5- Jr.. at PIOdorl. krInerlY of :ed Bloat was enharked
,11hrray. was the rennin of honor I pkuttsig at the - Ades fashioning
Hosing Green. Mr isal Mrs If
Be
Mr Allen graduated train
_
Oise tuil. sweep chapel train which ,...., .
i far her araterinalaw
C. Cutesy, Mr. and Wins Mbseat
"Med
16
at
•••
i was adorned with appliquel mo•••
Austin Peay Stake Bundy end ilhond Jr of Mount
1 tits at pearls on the Watteau back Colima At the present lane he Vernon.. Ind : Mks Jahn Mike,
of the gown. A donee
Mrs. Jahn Miller Jr. and Joan
4 suPemwur " Pennine* M, intl Mr and Mrs. H 8.
"
h d
same orcard outlined rath peads Ftwest
8U Pant Lodge. DemBrame el Madisawle, and Mrs.
and crystaks wee attached to kne- aeon Sprain
Elam C Misr ot Camden.
ll& illusion which tmertirmiled emir
mo.
her chasiel train tiese owned • macs Liceet maim
The
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mac tde bouquet at what orchids, slier 4 air emm.
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iblebe-ent rates from Oaks. strpharions MX1 rosebuds with ball members of the wean* party
a
with
arnorgaabord buffet at
Callow and Pans Country clubs at ereeneri- Meant in do's "IOU
net Inaday. August
to enjoy of the Maws althelmeal Her only .911ogegay pan, on mama eganang.
said
he feet:vines planned for the day jewelry wag illemand
gold July• at 7 o'clock.
DAY OR NIGHT
'•hricheon and bndspe at earringa. a rift of the bride-groilDL
Ana'tat the lama& aim a MeMaas!,e Pans Club
Mat David Watson ot
nresterar cif at ruse o'clock were vele. Ala. was mantel of honor. Unre wrio have not been
getters Dem the awes
'-• goners
We. 14:as Rebecca Rutter of Package% inn" wore Ilk- slid Mrs- Shear,
at P. Bradshaw of Vats Park, Ill.;
be,ur.
s mad
• •aert off by the manager rd ,c01.01, of the
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Mre Faye pa
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vela the same tune.
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said
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rail,
A m s•tem:tants wore aqua rmue_
The
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Phase ing the luncheon Mrs W She vier* • formal headdress ca
Carter ewe president. print& •
Alloy mums ore coTtse •
sea•a___••e,_ _maw
-4 -rariek-Aeeletaratal-the-ssatose-and.-„*.,.to be introduced mums
at ead-,
Mart..-et Shisfetrit from CalLee Pate Jr MP at Mk.
may an:: Sue Manes Lan Mal.• Reber
and
.fre Hai-re Bundy, Mite Manse- a nal Mrs Robert L Pace.
earned the
o Comer and M.a. Mary Pay- Typhon- of the bride,
on a saute
ne Holcomb were abo swans of heirloom gold eras
utrn pillow One had beial warn
:sit club.
Mira Idabel* Neumann present- by the heidel grait-erandmother„
Downey. sawn
NATIONALLY ADVERTISLD MAMA PR/ • c the pelf awards af the day to. Oetaata Starerielt
Perkins
1-::easaw Damara, Calloway-. Sue she married .1 -itm Henry
Ifilt us Velma. The ether was
awns. Oeka. 11 Carothers& Pr'Aber,
am gram. Allis Purdnin, Cal- wa-rt by her late vandal
Mr' Nettie P Bradshas, whets she
Lariat
We've purchased a great Collet-11°n of PLILNIA
Psrl lua net. Edna ; marled the late Dr (newer
▪
.s.
Sportasituir from a well known maker. . Each garment
Calloway. Edith °ammo. Miner In 1911. at Lamont
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HALF PRICE

SALE

Calloway,And Oaks
Ladies Are Guests
Paris Club
Of

I

TIME lad
TEMPERATURE

DIAL

753-6363

PEOPLU HANK

lived

SPORTS WEAR

has his famons label.lielect several SETS at these half
price Sale l w price.

—PermazPress
BLOUSES
•

EL(..CL.11LLY PUB
Beautifully tailored blOaSed blouses With
Heanauda collar and roil up sieeVes. Solid
colors and stay- height:prints. You'll love
in Mix 'n Stitch 'ern With the skirts and
:JaeLs.
PERNA PRESS

$2

PERMA Phi

-.

SKIRTS SLACKS
-$3.30
Dar.
rcal-eciton blend With
Pe r rt:a Prera ReCtlar ped
f.ror,ose be-rt.t.
ry 'ii cr9.- dyed blue. brown
and green IstIsses sizes.

p.

Well tailored slacks-tar roncotton. bland With PerMa
Press Choose berry,. and
dyed blue, brown arid
green Ifb.ses sines.

toff

SATISFACTION GUARANTIED

Etabby

/teen. Pans, km
Wain, Ottawas%

Jack Lackey of Pernbrdoe Berfas Mr Allen's beetI:fib• ers were innuel L. Burin, beadier
that
made
AllnalliMilirllerit was
of the bride: WIIII•rn Petal. BA.nterriber. Dinh the. berelational ward Rai arid Lawry Ilyebr • of
latrnameni. would be held , Dimon somas. Dwight flempton
• the Pans Country Clon.
'and Ernest Hannon a Peaskitirs.
After the noniron many re- arid Jerry Hyde of Casnuerille.
ailed to the golf course. her SIX
Pbr her daughter's wedding. MM.
alai of badge were -enjoyed in
a bailment At snip nose ,ot four.! Pare wore a two-piece aqua sheen
- agreasturs, pram were awarded , dress faahloned at Venice nee
Chniwarie Reynolds. high. Oay- and Ink bnen. Her hat was
Moody. bmgo. and Maanane
•
ooniciation
NOTICIr.
Horta.art the the day -Were
0141.1•EGF. STIVIINTS
,wendolyn Dick. Pio Kincaid,
-eaters 'Lasater, Virginia Slate,
lash September the Ledger and
Alemeider, libmir-tet Nab- Throes ruts a feature story on
aid Lucid], Cheserr sire
•
students from Murray and Calloway f minty entering or r•Vii•ning
• • •
their work at the cartons relines
irrilsersItles. and speetal schools
This trichnten an those who also
plan to attend Murray Mist. tntFor
I ei-.sity.
We would like to run the name
Jarnets Tucker. attaa-rn sal of
of mem enliege student in Mur the prang= eenweratee tor We
ra• and Cahn... Count• If pasK skewS Parent-Testelher Afercia Ahle
511 student• earr asked to
,5 55- hostess for • movkalit at
mall or call in the following Inhaggle iSts Monaav at*moon.
. Plus were drawn d for ate lemma tinn Nam., parents name
college, w hat year, course of 'dud.,
;,-ograms for, the camas/ when clot-is,
sororities, fraternities, etc.
,ear. A metal hour we. held at
Mall this directly to the Ledger
the close ce the maranit
a Times office or call Mrs. J. R.
Those present were Mrs Harry 'gni Bark een at the newspaper_
'ea Pleas. Mrs Briny amain, Mrs office, 753-1917, each weekday
J-itni Baker, Mrs. Max Wirt, Mrs
morning Of all her home, 711.
far-ra ad Potts, Mrs Ken Aram& 111147.
aral Mrs. Tucker.
.• s

Julaw.

.,11rs. James Tucker
Hostess
Meet
at.„

ed

if

What It Means to
Your Carrier-Bog
• TOUR thoughtfulness In paying
your newSpaper carrier the very first

-time he calls to collect, means more
to this young businessman than you
may realize.
GETTING his money quickly front
each customer, enables him to complete his collections without callbacks, pay his route bill on time, and
enjoy full profits from his efforts.
Which pleases any young man just
starting out in business for hirmielf I
THIS summer, whether at home or
Sway, you'll want to enjoy your newspaper every day! Please, mal:e sure
that your carrier-boy is paid prompt-

ly for all copies!
THE LEDGER
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A SALE

SO BIG
IT HAD TO BE MOVED

WWI

OUTDOORS
TWO BIG
• DAYS OF
FANTASTIC

BARGAIN1
•
•
MIME
LEDGER & TIES
'IN BARGAINS • ••

6

BARGAINS
ON THE SIDEWALK IN THE STREET
EVERYWHERE
So
•.• •
SALES PEOPLE IN COSTIJME,
FUN GALORE, NEW BARGAINS
EVERY HOeR
•-

•

•

MURRAY'S GIANT

4

Sidewalk Sale
August 12-13

••

•••

>

6

e-•
•
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*Green Bay And Bears Will
Collide In Game Tomorrow
•

6.

•

•

&

TIMES

M URRAY,

/
2
49 68. 419 281
Wednesday's Results
Baltimore 9 New York 4
Boston 2 Cleveland 0
Wash 6 Det. 3, 12 hele., night
Chicago 9 Ken. City 2, night
Minnesota 2 Calif. 0, night
8 pin
Thursday's Probable Pitcher,
Cleveland at Booboo — Siebert
Starting Times EDT
12-6 vs. LaMar( 5-8, 5 p.m.
Minnesna at California — Kaat
Only dinnes mbedulecI
15-9 or Perry 5-5 vs. Brunet 114.
Fillays Games
4 pm.
Ran. Olty atAbeineweta. algid
California at Mang% mobil
Chicago at KareaS City — John
Bait, at Wadi., 2. ted-111111ht
10-6 vs. Linblati 4-4. 9 p.m.
Cleveland at New Yet, night
Baltimore at New York — McNally 11-3 vs Stottlemyre 10-13. Detroit at Boston, night.

Boston

By Vile Ste4line
to Philadelphia 40-21 last weekend.
Ll•rt Sports Writer
It starts Thursdity night when
It's still early in August and it's the Detroit Lions host the St. Wee
only an exhibition come.
Cardinals, who just lost their backlint it nuirht Seehl more like a up quartertrack when Iowa rookie
hIllise4169011 a/vomiter Fraitty night Gary Snook war drafted into the
National League
when those two unruly Midwestern Army.
W. L. Pct. GB
neighters, the Green Bay Puckers , The other Friday night games
46 .589 —
and the Chicago Beare, collided in will pit the 'Denver Bronoos against Pittsburgh — 66
11
/
2
Milwaukee in the annual Midwest the 13utfaio Bulls and the Kansas San Francisco - 66 49 .574
2/
1
2
— 63 48 .568
Shrine egniAiition.
City Chiefs against the Miami Dol- Los Angeles
51
/
2
Plakinelphia. — 61 52 .540
The clash between the ciefendine phins in AFL action.
8
58 54 .518
On Saturday, I'S be the Oakland St. Louis
NFL ahampiona and the teem
58 56 .513
81
/
2
packed must likely to dethrone Riodeis vb. the Sun Diego lauargers OiJicinnati
54 59 .478 121
/
2
Atlanta
/lion will be the first of four NFL aid the Houstin Ode* vs. Erie New
50 61 .460 151
/
2
W x11.intIon
games to be nationally York Jets in AFL play In the NFL Houston
49 63 .438 17
New York
iklierised on Friday night.
games it'll be the laihmione Colt
36 74 .327 29
Chicago —
It also figures to be the best vs. the Phiadelphei kaiaks, the
Wednesday's Results
mune of the entire two football ex. Dallas Cowboys vs the 1..40:4 Arigeieti
at Chicago. ppd., raki
hibition achedule. The cauhs are Rains, inc 14,11.11110.0411. V4.44.411438 ye. Houston
San Fran. at Can., ppd., ram
probably the keenest rivals In the the Pittebursh Sureiers and the
Patiburgh 10 New York 4
NFL and will be etspecially prmai New York (halts vs. the Atlanta
Atlanta 3 los Angeles 1, night
for this artiabition sluice they're Fluid/us.
Mlle 5 St. Louis 1, night
for
the
1966
highly
touted
both
The only Sunday game will be
Thursday's Probable Pitchers
race
an NFL encounter between the
Starting Times EDT
third
NFL
The Packers won their
Lae% eland Isr041,Els ViallOga Jmmumy
New York at Pittsburgh — Fri&roan in tive•years last reason uot lever, and
the Sith Francisco
end 4-2 vs. Sisk 3-2. 8:15 pm.
-Chicago, led by its senailuxial Mier&
Houston at Chicago, 2 — Cuellar
rookie Cede Sayers, went 9-2 in.
7-4 and Bruce 2-9 vs. Hands 8-9
chidinga 3110 rout of the Packers
and Roberts 4-7. 1 pm.
Donation
after losing its first three genies.
Philadelphia at St. Lotris-s- L.
that
The Bear hackers baretted
Chicago till —The Harriett Pull- Jackson 11-10 vs. A Jackson 11their team was really the beat by
in a ri
Charitable 9. 9 p.m.
Schennerhoin
the end of the season and would
Ti•t st. has donated $50,000 to the
Only games scheduled
prove it In 1966.
• Divinity Enhool of The Univerat;
•
Friday's Gaines
But the Packer old pros, who of Chipag• o to help finance pithilk.
Chicago at Los Angeles, night
titian
of
"The
Chie•go
aren't ready to relinquish their
Houston at San Francisco, night
*lam to the throne, thrashed the peter, of Religion and Ithe•ology.”
at Atlanta. night
College All-Stars 38-0 on national . The new encyc1opediii. to be pubPittsburgh at Cincinnati, night
television last Friday and hope to lisheti in six volumes, will be eighi,
New York at St, Louis, night
cut another impressive sluernng for years in pi eparatain id ouet about
the armchair fans thus tiveit. The t700,000 Scholars lie the Levi.tety
feel it will become a definiBears,. with middle linebacker Dick
American League
Butkus being held out with a leg tive reference source in religion
W. L. Pct. GB
injury,. lost their first e,chiblutoel and theology.
Baltimore -- 7'2 40 .643
Detroit
- 61 51 .545 11
emmisom.•/' adoomnommanommoumok.gazi
Cleveland --- 60 63 .531
121
/
2
ea kfori usi — 59 54 .418 14
M /meow a
58 56 300 15
Chicago
57 66 609 15
NCO. York
Parts for All !Electric Shavers
51 62 .461
211
/
2
KA./1.Sils city
50 63 .442 221
/
2
Watch Repairing - Jewelry Kepaaring
— 52 66 441 23

LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
"Manufacturers of Diamond Rings"

PAGE 71Vk

KENTUCKY

Jewish Manuscript
Is Reconstructed
NEW YORK (UK —A Rabbinic
scholar at Yeshiva University has
reconstructed and interpreted the

earliest and meat authetvtic version
of a 700 ye isnkl religious Illantl"
script that was used as a source
for the authoritative Nod& code
of law, "Stsdhan Aruph."

•

Are there really
any sound reasons for buying
a Chevrolet in August?

'4

P•Sisist 84SW

Phone 753-5489

901 Sycamore

1

HAMS
WHOLE OR HALF

MtRISE AS A
MANUFACTURER
EQN WITH...

lb.
-11.I.S.D.A INSPECTED WHOLE

RYE (

Cut Up Or 1
Quartered

1.11.35C

b.

140 LIMIT NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

Beef Liver or Tongue"HT --C
Ground
1/4 Pork Loin
Skinless W ieners
u.suA.,..
(1-L,:Pk..T590 21,4'1"
n1:71")
Chicken Live
1 1;
25r.z.::8
Scallop Dinnrers
SL,'I-P•Esile.RICAITIRS;SHSLICED3.uKLb.

BASING POWDER!

Beef

How come?
Young George ITartford thought the
price of baking powder was too high.

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

9c

So he hired a chemist, made his own...
the very best... and sold it at an unheard of low price

4

And every one is produced with just one thought
To give you the very best for the least amount of money.

Fresh

Are MP Brands a good reason for shopping WI
They're one of many.

3 Pt $1•00

A REAL YALU'

*ew'w s men.ne ec. pat

•••••••••••••••

Dependable Grocery Values!

belaare

SAVE 16t

Fresh Fruits &Vegetables!

White Seedless Grapes..u194
Lemons s7g.,39C CherrielL:294
BLUEBERRIES
Bananas.

Can you be sure they're the very best?
We guarantee it...without question.

Jane Parker

tames August ti'& as sant tie"
owns Bel Air 4-Door Ste4rin
as getting in tht car.

Paul Humphrey's Gro.

NO CENTER SLICES REMOVED

*

4

6:00 a. m. - 10:00 p. in. Sunday only

Semi-Boneless

Cherry Pie
each 39(

•

6:00 a. m. - 8:00 p. m. Monday through Saturday

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED

enerwiserosa

1.

NEW BUSINESS HOURS

He is Dr Samuel K. Mireity, who
edited and added an introduction
and commentary to the manuscript
"Slubolea
Cempletum”
Haleket
(The Gathered Sheaves, whsch was
written by lidelah ben Abraham
Hanofe a Roman cloctor and rabbi,
In 1260. Dr. Miriky's wort is conEnclered of van unporienee to religious Instorutr .

That was in the 1880's.
That was the first step in developing what today Is a long
and respected line of manufacttired-producial.
•

•

NEW ALP PINK

YUKON CLUB

Rove ragesALL
F— —RS

Chunk Tuna

Lotion Detergent
FREE
12.0...

ASP LIGHT

\

3 6y2.0z.

BOTH FOR

CANS

•

612.13
c...
85t

V

12 12-0k.

KID 7

73t,
D2
59
49C Peaches"':::°.1.3tW9t
45C Bonesse
Sandw.
Orange Chiffon
Scatter RugsF-17-1"Miracle Whip."':±2.49C
59
Cherry Coffee Cake
--_
---,69c
-3 Apple Sauce...":1:7=1°°Delmonte......
Dairy Foods
EXTRA SLIPS TO HELP YOU.WIN
PLAY...
Ice Milk sciGNA.L.59c AWARDS & PRIZES
Cream Cheese
arts Ti,. Pr.:feed
Of 32 Oa. I.*.

AUGUST IS SANDWICH MONTH

MARVEL ALL FLAVORS

jwjwjs

Wait till you sae how sporty
You look sitting .0 your Impala
Super Sport

•

Have you ever known'the instant.
think winter's tough on
1• delight
4• anIf you
of selecting a new Impala
old car, believe us, so is
Super Sport in the colfryou want;
slipping into its Str.ito-buckeLseata,
and driving it home from the showroom
the same day? Na 's your chance.
Your Chevrolet dealer has a big
choice of models on hand with small
August price tags.
41 More than likely, your present
&et car will never be worth as much
In trade as it is rigtt now. Money—
another good reason to buy a
Chevrolet this month.
Read those articles about when
las- to buy a new car and they'll tell
you that August is one of the best
months. And your Chevrolet dealer is
ready to show you why.... with
buys that are'better then ever.

summer. There's added strain on the
engine borause of vacation driving.
Creater tire wear. The cooling system
has to work extra har4L-A- new
Chevrolet can save you a lot of trouble.
You do a lot of driving for
pleasure so why not ride on
f'hevrialet's Full Clod suspension. Let
your feet feel that deep-twist Chevrolet
carpeting. August is to enjoy.
Make your summer driving safer
W•• driving by taking advantage of
the eight standard safety features built
inj,Q every new_Chewelet...11 your
present car doesn't have seat belts,
back-up lights, outside rearview
mirror, padded instrument panel,
look into a new Chevrolet.

5

ChevToItt• Chevelle • Chevy n • Corvair • Corvette =MEW
Seethe man who can save you the mOst— your Chavrolet cheater
16585i

• HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
South 12th

IR

street

Phone 753- 2617

Murray, Kentucky

•

•

:
is

ALL NEW 2ND SERIES

:
"
:39t
Sliced Cheese
'59t
Cheese Spread:71174
Margot-me
5 tc4at. 99t
manes GOLDEN
QU RRRRR 3.

-In a word: Six

•

Air

I,

KRAFT'S POURABLE DRESSING
Imperial, Salad Secret, Casino'
Catalina, Coleslaw, Low
Calorie French or Italian
ToTzL.E
YOUR CHOICE
IO

39c

French or Miracle French'::: 48t
Roko Blue Cheese
44tr,
Robin Hood
Flour
Ft

SELF. WS.
5-Lb. Bag

ALP Coffee
100%

COLOMBIAN

. 85A
.3
(
1
63C 65
MN

5

5 Sov

NEW RED GAME CARDS
NEW RED GAME SLIPS

•
•
•

ALP

•

INSTANT
COFFEE

ONLY ONE
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY
GAME SLIP PER STOREVISIT TO EACWADULT

2e1.

A FEW OF THE MANY RECENT WINNERS IN THIS AREA

Mrs. J. G. Enix
Mrs. Madie Waters
Mrs. Pearl Murdock
Mrs. Frank Kodman
Mrs. Walter Stallons
Mr. Ron Cooper
Mrs. Pearl Johnson
Mrs James Fe.
Mr. Raymond Hamlin

Mrs. Art Lee
Mrs. Irene Bray
Mrs. Mary Daubed.
Mr. John W. Frost Sr.
Mrs. Eva Hopkins
Mrs. Joseph Schmeltz
Mr. Buell Donelsen
Mrs. Billie Downing

ALP FROZEN CONC. FLORIDA

Folger's
Coffee

Orange Juice

IT'S THE
‘ REAL THING

L

6-0I.CANS Sit 09
1
V IN CARTON

BALL SCREW TOP

Jelly Glasses
QUILTED CRYSTAL

1-11. 794 12`1"s"1"
TIN

1117,‘"

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. AUG. 13 - COME SEE-SHOP AND SAVE
Hudson
Delsey
Hudson
Kleenex
Folger's
Kleenex
SVIOSCASE
(2 PLY)
BATHROOM
Tissues
TISSUE
INSTANT COFFEE
Towls
Facial
Napkins
FACIAL TISSUE
A
1,,,
J
PKGS.
on
AGA,
ROLL
PEGS.
r.or
if)
291.
A
ROLL
‘• ••OF 20007c '°"'
PKGS.
JAR
OF 203 91 7 V
.I. 0!

2

24

89c 10-01. $ 1 33

•• s

_
'fa

•

-

TSB

Conference
Planned For
August 20

ti

Hotel

in

Lex-

The conference is co-speneereet
by the Kentucky Society foc'Cripule.d Children and the Alfiet3 I.
duPoot Institute of the Nemours
'Feu ndatem.

The me-day mete-mg will begin
with a continental breeklaat at
810 am, and end with a dinner
7L7 - The Kentuzky at 6 30 p_m_ at uhon Dr.• A. IL
Caderaice on 'Flandicapped Chil- ehando, Jr., medral chrector of
Nemours Foundation.. Win
dren end Adult* •wsll ke told Bet- the
te-day e000st 20. it the Oempbell Itliraroarise
presentations and dis-

Sidewalk Sale

TV BARGAINS

100 TV's

LIDO'S

SOME PRICE

••m

MURRAY, KRRTOOKT

public'
biding seri
Dr. Sherids and T. P.
executeve director of the Rome
for Crest:tied Children, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, will be sPeakere at
the opaline saalon of the corder'
ence at 910 tin.
W T LOOM executive director
of the Kentucky Socaty for Cappied Chikiren. announced Hen the
pummels of the conference aril_
To detenetne reactants. bogNes end services now available
for the bendiciwoed In the &NM.
To detennme the elements of
an adequate cesigram for care,
treatment, and ethootion of the
handiamPed
To, list prcblems relative to
Kentuokes existine services to the
handicapped and also to'bet unmet needs
To make recorimiendattons regarding ways to meet these problots and to make plan to provide for unmet. needs

Price Tag On
New Cars To
Be Higher

•

By David W. Chute
United Press International
down.
DETROIT Ter •--The price tag on
.
Another factor making a,lAite
1961 medal cars due out next
stantial price rise this veer inevithoher,
and
month will be sharply
able is a new round of wage in.
another price tacos'. is doe for 1968
creases due the rsoducticn workers.
The auto eempaines guars! their
Starting in September. all productpricing plans as cJeOlo _as they do
ion workers tern get their third
new designs, and there are fewee
annual wage raise provided for in
leaks. But sources close to the inthree-year contracts. This
their
dustry predict price inorease bettocet substantially the cost Si
will
tween $50 and $300 for the 1961
producing cars,
models-and chances were good
they'll be cheer to- the higher fig-- EMU!
ure.
MELIUNT, prance
For five years, new car priced Kraft arrived here Wednesday on
have remained generally stable. the fire lap of his ninth annuel
The actual price tag has einithed month-long tour around France by
A FAMILY AFFAIR-Retiring Chief Warrant Officer W/4 Francis
Beardsley (left), his wife,
the bicycle. He plans to touch all four
some during thstee years, b
Helen, and 15 of their 20 children sample doughnuts as they
prepare to open a new -Mr.
t. owners of the country
increases rejected only the
Doughnut" shop iii COMM, ettili; "It will be a family affair,"
says Beardsley. The five
ion of certain items that up to then
Knelt, who is 78. oial he hopes
not shown include two sons in Viet Nano one in Alaska
and two delivering newspapers.
had been optional equipment. 1.1 to go -on riding until he's 90
many cases: those items were optionally pun:leo-ex! by most of the
ATHLETE'S FOOT
so the actual selling
buying
HOW TO TREAT rr.
Probe'bay the beet known builder price was not greatly affected
HOI U offer &Ind.'s' T-4-tr
it. ovs
I o covered bridges was Lewin WerBut a host of new factors have Ili hatch of chemical. In olr,,h.,h, Itch.
MT01.
In I dart Infected •ItI.
lig roust
nag 11769-1843i, a German. Ho entered the picture, making a price sheaths
nab h III.tI.TIIY
off Then
Tr, It.
I masterpiece
once spanned
the 'roe inevitable.
IS). appotrI nom nd •Irepht•
.1IT UP.
hi..' If net 111,1.14counter.
I Kentucky River at Camp Neleon,
There will be many new items Thou...ult. hark
Si Si'' Sr.,.
11,44r
your
,
S
"reaching frotn bank to bank with on -1967 cars that in most Ca.st
Holband
1
,
Co•P••Y•
101
50t5 .1
no support in the middle,
never were options before. Amer.:

•

•

'k 74

Ramon A Morgan. executive dirket:1r, United Cerebral Palsy of
1Kersturlir. Isaac: -Dr. Margaret
director, ComLamer,
andkeipPeci Children
1
12
1eal
mission 17
, and John Q Winuner. admirestrator, Itehataktation, Center.
e.

BILYON IT
•TAKE IT HOME

DURING MURRAY,S

Common Courtesy
Always Expected.

TV Service Center

PreSETAII cons will aho be made
,By Abigail Van Buren
UfliTfTby remateriittees d the
DEAR ABBY: My husband says there. if a marine doesn't go
My of Kenfuckv Median School.
71? N. Ith St.
PhOrte 753-5865
and the University of Louisville that I am -sick- and in need of a, to write.
dociar I commented on,the followMedical Sohcol.
My husband was an impulsive
Maser, too. which ass limit one of
Defore I am out of the car, my the many ways he bed of saYlni.
twistawit it-already in the house. "1 isie you" Pour years ago my
When we go anywhere. my hug- husband died in Korea.
hand is already in the car "wattI winder if -75 and Dumpy-has
..ei" for me before I am out at the ash idea how much impulsive Idea
house.
as can be missed!. and hove lonely
"When we go to • restaurant, beocalang. counting, whew,
fore 1 am off My char. my
•
and watching TV can be when that
bend Is ion of Use room Reonatly, whir thaw
anpty. San me
.
St the funeral of a relative. all the
-44 AND LONELY"
other husbands and wnes were
MAR ••441: Aida the years with
pew gam were
fOIrt
bee diet
OM, my husband stood 20 feet yes two had mare happiness toaway Irani me.
tether than raam asupase who
D IN PHILLY kite celebrated their golden wed.
DV tit D.:
it is "sick" to expect ding &rouser...vies.
•• •
common courtesy, thee yes are in.
, deed "secinn
CONFIDENTIAL ITS "ASPIR•••
ING YOUNG WRITER": Not that
DEAR ABBY' Our son enlisted i getality for giving ad.Are on hos.
Broken Sires
In the marane corps We didtil hear to bemuse a successful writer but
from turn for several months, so I 1 the it
writers have the bluret•I
REG. TO Sii5 00
wrote to hon He wrote back saying ' wastebasket&
SIDEWALK PRICE
•..
o wild be lessInst soon so I
leraldn't write to hen I gat
Pmblerno, Write to Abby. Box
-led and wrote anyway. I didn't
eincla• L'a A-ngeles2., Krnee Per
oor from him ma. I wrote soma. a personal rep:y. Inclone s stamped
MEN'S SUMMER
:1-1A6 time my beteg_ ilea returned asif-addreseaci envelope
•••
me marked 01118111111/VIIIRED
BROKEN SIZES
NatursAy I wanted to know why.
Rate to write wheat' Said SI to
REG. TO S35.N
I called the reseruiting
-officie and Abby. hos 69701, Los Angeles. Cal.
nes,. into nae that my am hid been 9111060. fee Abby's booklet. "Mew to
SIDEWALK PRICE
1,,,cibizgociam_.weeirw woo
,Arec.1 Writs Leitets taw Au Ilesselesis."
ts marine corps people supponed
o see to it that threes, kids eet
SUMMER
30
DAC-RON -CDTTON
-sone once they're decharred I
RIOT t'ONFERIENCE
itiki nke
SEER SUCKERS_
to know where that
-an
kid
is.
SOLID and STRIPES
NO NAME
RE(,. S12.95
WASHINGTON ref -Presiden'
SIDEWALK PRICE
2 PAIR
DEAR SO: .4 discharged twartat
A:thriven has been nuked to sumFOR S5.40
is riven 6 rents a mile on which to mon a White Home orinderegioe of
wet home, but he ix not provided civil r10T-tt leaders in 1113 effort to
with an "escort" to W. that he gets end the riots* which be. broken
REG. TO $35.00
I GROUP SUMMER - PLAID. STRIPES - SOLID COLOR
directly home, Ws neither the busi- oat in some big northern cedes
ness nor the responsibility of the
Rap. Rumen C PudnikA. Dili
marine corps.
mode public copies of tas hater to
•••
the President WetIneeday. The
DEAR ABBY After reading the Miaow iwwmakar maid rioting in
letter agl...t.1 "75 and Dumpy."
OIM city Of Mango as welt
whose husband was an impulsive elsewhere h is created s natio/14,1
Ideser I °add not shake the urge cried&
ALL SIZES
—
ENTIRE STOCK

4iss4e ttii

SPECIALS
7.97
SUITS

us"CIAIPillb."

I

5.47

'Sport Coats
PAIR mars

ISLACKS

12.95

Sport Coats

1
2 Price
Straw Hats /
9.97
Top Coats

•1.•

MURRAY,,KENTUCKY

•

AMIN=Is
ifeliflestAltql

f

•

insiese
O.

1

Both whatibis Afe g AvoshpowerAutomatIcgiros you

• •

Automat,.
Water Lint
Central Adjusts
water use
to site of
load. Saves
gallons.

Lint-Filter
Agitator/Along thorough, gentle
actioe. Underwater lint
filter.

Rig family.
Ms tub Built to Sandi• big
lads. Gets
large or
buff bees
uniformly
clean.

•••••••••••••••••

stay Petal/
Pe

i. ,z., . .,_ . „. ,. ,

• •

I
J5

WARS

ore'

t
r•••••••••••,..•••• i
••••••••••••
Grist New 525 Warreety•- S.
you cabinet warranty against
rust. 2 years on console?. washer.
5 yeas on transmission warranty.

You can own this new
generation Maytag automatic for only penIniesnies a day. And after . paid for...triatO
0 free rush vorettange of defective parts or cabinet if It mete.
FITS loitailition of parts is it, respons,boty of ,tiling francfilia4 years_ of dependabl.•
Maytag Sealer Ihtfial hat yeari thereafter thstaliation Is SAUL
service.

Het, warm is cold wash -goes
. you the right temperature for
OM taints, denims to delicate*.

1
2 Price
Swim Wear /
51f1 SWINT MAIN

1A

1118thfigiffer

or GOOD QUALITY

FACTORY OUTLET

•

MAYTAD

REG. TO $5.00

1 RA( K—GOOD STYLES—GOOD QUALITY

•

Sidewalk Sale

$IDEWALK SALE

1 GROUP

them are Increased padding. dual
hydraulic brakes and collapsible
steering shafts.
Another factor is that auto companies are caught in a cost-price
seneme. During rhe .first half of
1966. for example, Ford Motor Co.
sold more cars 'hart in -thy own.
befcre But the
parable period
company's -net earnings sl_pprd by
million. Profit for General
$11
Motors and Chrysler aim were

cation.

•PICK IT OUT

05

•

THURSDAY — AUGUST 11, 1960

CU=

frcen
participants
Conference
public and private agencies will
Mende Maurine Hannon. commissioner, Deportment of Child
Welfare: Don Feekteirt , Department of Mental Health: Dr. William McBeeth, director, Division
of Medical Services. and Dr. Jame
Debt. director, Division of Maternal snd Chid Health, of the
State Health Liegartmenl; Ben
Coffman, director of Vocationel
Rehabilitation. and Mies Ellizabe Is
Parker. DIN191‘00 of Special Education, of the Department of Edu-

1ST 60 AT

TIMIS

•

Builtfor the family with a lotofliving
anda lotoflaundering to do

Ward-Elkins

ASTRONAUT WINGS FOR SPACIVIALKER-Gemlni 9 astronaut
Navy Croir. Eugene A. Corners 32, Chicago, who anent 130
minutes walking In epee* during the three-day Gemini 9
miss/on in June, receives his astronaut 'winge from Adm.
David L. McDonald at the Pentagon In Washington. The
admiral Is chief of naval operations.
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lobe and Meecioan, the restaurants
m.o...., from a. neighboring lkiltifide, pends on the individual.
•
I cover almost an pocketbooks and
It was filled with Waters ot It huge
• SELL'RENT• SWAP• HIRE • BUY• SELL* RENT'.SWAP• HIRE • BUY • SELL* RENT• SWAP•HIRE •
tastes.
*ire. ou an p lAnct in its ranter rob,. American - do liars are accepted
3.11e stone palares RASO temples of mot everywhere and many of the
the Aztec atnpire.
top 1,-.3.1rants honor U. S. credit
Worid W3V II. the 100th
The water are one raw, except (ann. But pe18011.11 cheeks on U..3. During sna_an influstry coda. It
for the vegetataun-fringed =h&j& banks aire g.oeted with looks of Division
became an "airborne ditosion when
that make
the floating gardsats hoc ror.
it entered reserve status in 19.66
outof
canoes
Xochirrilloo
'There,
•
RENT
dollar,
There are 12.5 pesos to the
• HI RE • BUY • SELL* RENT • SWAP • HIRE • BUY • SELL• RENT• SWAP • HIRE • BUY • SELL*
it switched back to infanfitted with one email table to turn and Mexicali& are proud of point- In 1948.1959, It took on it; present
them ..rito floating restaurant, int out the: the poso is one of thr try. In
mission -- training.
gime back and forth.
noon dub of a damn or so currento Carter School. See or can
Iliontr.r.ana's
Atip
the
nuns of
FOR RFNT
cies that get. top rating train the
FOR SALE
Brent Outland at Outland Bakery. I
WANTED TO BUY
palace stands the lho...icoitail Pal- Intent:it tons1 Mor.et..ry Fund as NEW YORK OH - Napoleon
A-17-C
ace, the M•±XICII11 white Mime. The universally acceptable and rock Lradoie
ir basebrsIns Hall of
USED 32 or 38 Caliber S & W re
x 80 TRAILER, 2-bedrooms, rw0 Ba.mR001.4 hour with two
sahare before it has bean the con. stable.
Faroe, but not for what he did
Drive
Ellis
RED
SKIN
WONDERFUL
us.627
volver.
l
After
p.
5
.oples only. One year old, too to •cres of land, located four miles
for of Mexican life. forOoenturess.
on April 22, 1E5. That's the day
_
TFNC
ca
and training arepeachx ready.,
- ooigh Call 753-2431 or see Waloo iorth of Murray on US 641 Bee finning
hwie: the American League insird
is -The ceey 'hot.
of
Maiti
roa,
Mexico's
Imoination.
besnimeng
good
Monday,
i
Amain
at
maw.:
15,
Ara. James E. Rickman Call 753oauis at Midway 'Trailer Park.
TWO BOYS BICYCLES, 24 or
modthe
the
of
fez the most erro.s in a gisme,
startling
unpaotion
never
Holloway
Orciaard.
One
residents
Brothers
most
Shrontz that
TFC 1.i79 or 753-4458 after' 5:00 p. m.
ern on the a.irient. The walls of an have one to try than all, Spanish, booting foe for the Pholadelplua
west of Sedalia. Bring your'26 inch Good condition Phone
mile
TPC
A-11-C
old Aistoc bolding stand with,r- French, Ciernion. Ameriatri, Chin. Athletes.
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438-2324.
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or 75348659.
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folding
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•-ed
or
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kingultres are spoken. Night Lia
35-Protective
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M loose jacket emooszkied
27.Clear ing
38 Adranx•
cellent pet. Gayion Trevathan. up inniih Ash Suit Station,
47-Cc e an,
24-Expire
AIM!
40-Ancient
A-13-P US. 1-2 250-350 lbs. 819 00-20 00; ga.11eoes as tier? ate fL9ng rtan cd-I tribal :teams).
South 815 Street. Available about Phone 753-2610.
49-Pronoun
26-Ogre
A-11-P water.
29-1.4.44> Saxon
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Augu.st 20th. See after 4:00 p.m.
50-Itiver in Wales
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28 Small child
42 C i• of race
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Nobody
best.
world's
53-CenienctIon
horse
A-12-P ONE DOLL BUGGY, one doll EXTRA NICE 110 acre farm on U.S. 2-3 450-600 .lbs. 417.00-18.00.
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:art
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Vibram,
Car.
Mexico
No,
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house compete with furniture, ex31 Negative
9 10 11
GARAGE APA.RTMENT unfur- cellent condition. Sara Kathryn black to road Has modern 3 bed--'
1
7
3 1 i.,:. 5
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at
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36 Repulse
South via Nam ever Latin.
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17 15
16
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III-Hurried
1964 PLYMOUTH runt Excel- sena in Creek baton, good well Will have commercial rainy broadall O Is an introlattl-Ot1 I onion sets. •
Above
19
ektAILER .SPACIES FOR RENT. lent condition Owner braving also Iota of stock water, electric'Cadt serekna scene time in Octoter, city. The national 'sex queen is a
...:
41-bo at as. easy
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41
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" 40
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55
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4111111Ill
IIII
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,
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46.
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NICE 2 BEDROOM HOUSE an
When Corot, the Spa.nish con- others may feel a bit yeasty for a
To live in Phone 753-7403. A-12-P
-with *tires 01:.'• This :loose Is al very goodvalley of dry or tau alter ar.-iv.ng. It all dequiets-tor, first sa.
- --- 1900 VOLKSWAOHN,
1101.
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new
tires,
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DENTAL ASSISTANT, ante Sol new
•
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transtnosiCal.
heat and wit sell for $9.500.
859 giving quatiftions. A-U-C
atter
753-5010
.nerikantinw. Phone
9 ROOM HOUSE and 4 acne of
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,
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-n and keep Mane, begin August'
2 car garage, air-corichtionaw, stadr
CN
CA1/4/10TliFTritrikr-11,
OLUDOeON VICT1M-AuthorA-13-C BRACE yOURSELF for a thrill barn and Is priced at 11.500.
hr. Call 753-1431.
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i'.;-1140 AN
ViiNIL/W .)14.5T M'Si4T MAKE IT..
LOCAL OFFICE TYPINO and to clean rust. Rent electric shamI MO...l'irN TRAIN
seeking the killer of 19-yearnear En-canorr on race lot
THE
. shorthand. permanent posn. pooer $1._,36..or House of Cokr. Street priced al $5.500.
old
Donna De Rier above),
STATOI IN U:0416WON..
,c and n
A-14.64
.Apply to Box 574. givang age,
whose nude body was found
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-edsmillink alipsslinta Asnl_osarnat
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•
from her car They have a
dows and doors, 1.35 acre tobacco
-Ng
tour-foot board believed used
base. 6 acre corn base and a
to bludgeon has to death.
priced at 112.500
NICE MUCK HOME on Woodlawn Has 6 roma and bath on
Freund floor, large nom _upstairs
floored but not Mashed haa chain
lint fence. lots of flowers and
COULD YOU PLEASE
shrubs, has FHA loan owner
is
An excellent paper route in Murray
w-11 transfer.
GIVE A POOR MAN
0000 INCOME PROPERTY loSOMETHING TO EAT?
and
open. We need a good responsible bo)
ifith
8
of
aged at the corner
Poole?. Has 3 apt., 2 aee. rented
BUT
for this route muneolatelY. Qualified
at $90.00 per nionth the other a
NOTHING
Uvula Cita. This h.cise is Flood it•
boy can start at once. Please apply in
oriY 16500.00, iriottichog fursida
Ingo.
I'M ON A
5 APARTMENT BUILDING now
person at the Ledger & Times office.
tent.ng for EDS 00 per month
DIET
rainier Olt sea Turinstret /or curdy':2,750.
,t-hertallsalLy chnipacw. 506 Main
I-T-C
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Attention Boys!

FATTENING--

QUALM' ENROL MANAGER-

Newly- established position for engineer 1.1.,111
live to sell and maintain an independant 100.; Qitality
Zero DefeeLS Program. Plant produces direct consumer
product for the rapidly expanding Do-It. yourself iflrkel

•

- Experience with machinery, punch press and finishing of cast iron and aluminum helpful. Three to five
years, in quality control required.
Bend resume or contact V. W. Castle, Personel Supervisor, Emerson Electric Company, Box 810 Paris,'Tenn.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
A -15-C

•

ENGINEER, TIME SIM, AND METHODS
•

Openings available for qualified engineers and production technical personel.
•

s,

New plant produces direct constimef product for the'
rapidly expanding Do-It yourself market.

Send Resume or contact C. W. Castle, Personel Super•Lsor, Emerson Electric Company, Box 610 Paris, Tenn.

NOTICE
IF YOU SEE TE1tMITES swarming
cull Kelley's Pest Control for free
inspection. Located and bonded by
the staae of ,Koaucky. Reaches
OPIders, ants, also ahrubbery.
caned In Mornay since 1944. Phone
August 37-C
SPECIAL - AN grsBa. lane reourcis, stereos, mhos, 30 per oent
oft Dill's Furniture and ApPilanok
A-15-0
SetMaple Street.
'
T
BRING THE KIDDIES to the
Murray 12rwc In Meshy and let
them see the Big Baby Lion . . .
It's FREE . . . lie bat pussycat
wants everyone to see •• What 5
New Pussycat" starrissi Peter Sellers, au starting Smola). August
14. Let's dont disappoint the big
1-T-C
pussycat.

A-15-C
4

to
te

-E-78/4,E•LiS.'osv.i.

:

411/ \ :'..li TeINK THAT KID WAS NT TING
AL!. THAT St2.1
MY DAUt-44TER. HAS '-,,,(;ES,SIR, - LIS u‘: ".? L MEAN
ABOUT ESCAPING
DONE IT AGAIN"- BROKE`: MR.CARSON.
COULD
C Ri MIN ALS 7
OUT OF HER St.".HOOL. I
LE. LE115 rn
WANT HER ,‘')UND MO
WATCH
BROUGHT BACK To ME
'ER:

it FULL Cc
SUCKE?'5', 39.C•'LAS-----0166'EM-A4OLI'L 1477 ENGE
50i HEY NONNY NONNY
I*
cool_
AND A
,-riC WO.L

tir

Pr

_

\
ONL`l WHEN
FIND SOMEONE

MEANIN'EAT'N'
'SEEPAGES

WHO WS LIVED
ACCORDING

CHICKEN SOUR"
NIGHT AN'IDA'1,

TO

HIS

DAN/-AN'NIGHT?

PRI NO PLES!!

0,
TO lisit.)011 AN OTHC.R
CH 1;,.CEN SOLI ?
•
YOU
SUGGEST iy\IYONIE?
RIGHT!!CAN

WIt. (FERMAN short-haired bird
oog retrieer, red Gliwainat puppy
own Village
/.0,4 at Kentutin
Fork, Monday. If foulai please tail
IPCNt
743-7337.
Female

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1-

IMMACULATE 65 HONDA 250
Sorambier. foto° punpered rnibes.
A-13-P
Phone 753-54l29.

LUST & FOUND
Product volumn increases and make, rather than by
decisionN, necessitates build-up of Manufacturing Engineering personel.

• •••

I ANUS ORGANS. GUITARS,
oevibions, stereo record players,
Instrumento
bind
.11plibers,
Your Complete Music Store"
ccroas from Post Offten Tom
l,goardo Piano Company. Paris,
1-T-C- H
Temnenee.

Harp

Wanted

LADY TO IDO-UDE with Mrs. R.
R. Hicks. Br., Hazol, Kentucky.
Light hounevvork only. Call 492A-11-P
E67.

•
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iFflR.%Y, KENTUCKY

wort not wit:Manti-ne her otagniJ Clint Walker.
31.1.,.:A r .3 ...- , NI ,..-...*-1, Ratite 1, iI..•
But Julie's verAitality is exempli. ftoent ftifure' arid a beautiful face.
l alta
'
'
.nat"9°- 11'"'
Arena'
ralml
red hi her tole as the oat:woman
Mr. Rogriey
MIL'entY:
2,
a:Rite
'There are Wro Ltula of amora.'
on "Bannan" and now as yedow- rhe
Vickers, 1423 Bru. Dr -nit,
*a'.4 at the W.rner Bro. cmof
'
-11
slement
Treep.'•
a
in
bird
ds
'McClurs slad
Nt.t...h.; Mrs. La'
tns-.e.ry -Those who don't
baby g'rl. IL-Atte 2. Hamel: Miss
As the cstw-nlan i-he was a vil- th:y are grA.,1 hitIclt and the
Sant Antram.s i&cloreti!. We
tried to dertrcy n:•.17.:ornshish, who th.:ik they're
benuir w
View Nursing Home. Morrow; Mrs.
Batmen, pe.•v.ne the eirl isn't an II: Ft Operfor anybody el.:v.
Eng Gar:a.rig, 319 Wn3d'stsvrt. Mur- .111y -Vernon Se it
bal. As yello-vbird she is a (Herit"The sisoond type went to write,
ray.: .5.1Ess Brenda 13111WRZI, Altnei
Indian -whd :Smoot cioritwater
Hcilywood
491
Correspondent
able
ItEss Linda .DUnn.M. Aline. Mrs.
p sza_n_ a norther/Wile prrluce, dis nt, fix :he camera
IR
-Fur
a
P
girl
o:
HOLLYWOOD
all
RebUt 1. Dexitither
per2.ti.cn and tell the electrichum
who seweils a:mtg.% six tees ton. PrMee
to keep the key light on them at
ter; Mrs. Nettie -mama rIbpired1;
Jtie Nzwm...: is re-mortal:1:y sea.
ROILIte 2. Murray: Mr. Cle-or4e Hart,
at-eite. her Pit:le attempts in all Lines.
:513 Payne. Murray
etd the-toe of inept tracpees and
"Me. I'm the insecure kLod of
I mean volt think she'd beabsill. that not who runs around in Ilia
I don't -think I'm as good
actress.
ortraytte
ed to baste-bell pictures
tatuon sit and a mask. Julie is le&i- at what I'm doing ai I should be.
'the fotrinitr of 13-eit.htion WAS the fetn.nloe lead opposite a stilt.
So I :.ry -to wort harder and walt
happy a uh:her lot in life.
an Indun prince. Siddhartha Clou- water Then again site Ditch% to 1haa
the is. in fact. insecure in her more bite:get:3i I find myself drawn
cast opaceite only stich giants sa
:amt. born Woo.: 560 B c

Hospita: Report

nue Aelvmar
Six Feet Tall

72
ettla LI* —
6
Cenaus - NurseryAdmissions. Amami 7. 1969
S. MurMrs- Lae Bta'.
ray: Mr. W. D. 3••=es. 707 Vex.
a, Aline Mashy
Murray; Mn Ray Perry, Route 1,
United Peres Intentatimal ru: any 143as: Mrs Lrene Byers, Route
PARIS yi
meta" smeamed the hesdrne In a 2, )iurray: Baby boy Aran
Per;is merspepeir,-Thet suiumed .up ee Ted1, aaute 1_ Seat=
Par &41*.x:k of she Paris winter
Diendssais, August 7, 1.966
shows that ended Thu:slayMrs Beatrice .Putreli. Roir..e 1.
*he rcv.ita2 .1 long "page boy" hairCiMagen Pond: Ms Barbara Rita,
less,
Box 211. Eambeth Hall, Murray:
winter
the
of
The smessaries
Mr. Bobby Dwaine Dodd. Routeoalkiotemas brought more andMurray: Master David
3,
to watilen's it'cks Oh=
I701
Catlege Puma Road, Murray;
th• e eleettes themselves.
After seaisons of tamed geicateeAs haircuts inspired by Andre
Omierreges. Parh haudramers and
Mimed& .--etsp.relit to p.ri tae
imaneig,rme re the elle'-uore feminine coiffures
bine how-es inchenne Dc'
trAre.:1 the shoulder-length curledtopped o
. oder page beg fcr
• beret At ether bkiess. the gh-.
wit). day cloth
^are short
amyl added fabe page bey ha_.
Phew for evenang
The rage boy sugets se Yves St
Imerent *mire tied around the head
Willa • velvet band or bow On WI)
Maga hed Vat wig edge At Jear.
Times' show the false ph re %Ai
.peribil back and ip so the hail fell LARGE TENDER JUICY
free from the neck
Tor ball towns the ha..-everes tea,
longer itud longer. Two-tort...mei
-orb tb nixl-baciesgwAiceed. at Dawes. A cascade o faje blonde hair
namely to the smut of A HAIMAAA
• Art was tied in the motile and as
the end with bows to man* gu•
mming gown
Menet thenneguine abandoned
their bangs and bows WhICIA 11116
animated for a &eat* Imtead
miglege
•m:iiSee-birk -by Weiff-relvet
REELFOOT
,
• RNA Qs) anzhcred a white ctu..ae
' lla behind me ear.
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e,:nt...11). a den to perforMers who feel the saate yollowtalrd, she Is
way I Wand I avoid the egocentr.c at heart.
oharactens."
-Hawks push people around,"
Ar.ecrelIng t itgle, there are she ewlaint.d, **Doves are the one-s
doves and hawks in m .vies and who get pushed. They don't
television lust as there are in pal:- bark. And thai's me. We doveI ice.
fer a great Coal. It's very pa ...
While the is both Pucw tsit an4
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CANNED
3 lb. CAN

2.29
Bologna sTEAK
59
tb,7-49ePICNIC
HAMS

FIELD-ALL MEAT

214 lb. Bag

•

— CHUCK —

LEAN TENDER

MORREL PALACE
SLICED

LE.-AN TENDER

I IELD II 1:1'

PORK

PORK

SAUSAGE

STEAK

.

6

SLICED

••••

NAL er.her. In the atleilac• at the
-Chanel - show sat Idarktie Dtetr4..1
n a that biased, mem nor codeure
'NM back with a navy tina-..band
ass* her Climb drew.
11tie met— aczesso.ry chant-.
-a Riuis MIA the riot of Meer an
ail atiodtimas No doubt they Ir.':
• ealleed MLA ill *hi stores wg.h:..
-he nem 10 =mites liegiriy ever"
.allen :mid them is added "Shear
to Muir Or goid semened or bine
ihret miming theme Weer eiti.
*tar the lust poptdar.

TENDERIZE!) -

1 Lb. Pkg.

SMOKED

,
59 69!'

BACON

6g.

108
PEACHES $5.59

PET

No 309 Can

HUNTS

4-9c

Yellow Cling

PEACHES

4 lb. Carton

is4WIRS.L.L.PLRE

V2

16 Oz. Cart

GAL.- - 39'
Case Of 6 Botaes PET Tali Can

6

LARD

59c

Farm Fresh Produce
Plf FILLINO
No.. 2 Can

9c
BUSH

PEACHES
•

--

—

V. IV()\DER

;*VOI 140;414; GROWN

CORN
CANTALOUPES

dilk

yrj.pv RIPE.

3 For 25(

Each

RITZ-CRACKERS

•

MACARONI

)- 4 24
'

10 oz. 19'

1 lb. 35'

1

EROS

Pk.. 29
°

4'

ENER6INI

fl-CON

3(F) 490

RAT KILLER
16 Oz. $1.39

-.

—

•

a

•

•

75

Wo

II lb.
Bag

A( }S

Oc

It. ti I

1 lb. Tin

ACRES

FROSTY ACRFS

SKINNER

N %BIS(0

Coffe

LOFFEE

4 $1.00
La

FROSTY ACRES

6

%'t 11 1:1.1. 1101.

lb

Instant

Oz. Jar

25'

FROZEN FOODS

and

Lb.

-n

CATSUP 2 0 ,str

55.99
.
MAXWELL HOUSE

Apple, Apple-Grape
Apple:Blackbur)
18 Oz, Glass

14 Oz. Bottle

FRI:IT PIES
GREEN PEAS
raosrv
5c
FISH yTICKS
I.
,, 39,
MEAT PIES 2
$1 m29 TASTY TATERS
s/ 98
190

Ear

-

TENN, SWEET II

!MIN Y
300 ‘;re

CASE OF•24 CANS

11.7

Lucky-Pies-

SMON MIsN - 11

(annErm & Freezing

if''1!: GLOW

Large 24 Can

29c

12 in Carton

MRS 11C38ARD

F

-

ease of 48 Cans

Dog Food $3.99

0.99 $2,29 Pet Milk

I T-Qua:t

With)

Tnsv

ORANGE DRINK

CASE OF 24

55c $2_I 39
E

T44,44PI-CAL-L41

SHOWBOAT •

3..FOR 29'

No. 303 Can
CASE OF 24 CANS

5.01 Jog

BLEACH

-

BEANS
PORK &

GREEN
BEANS

• Ca.se Of 24

PUREX

•-

ENGLISILMT.

No. 21 Can

companies have Mita A GREEK YELLOW
fued ete-eity
- 11 Of mann try-s-x
"
:reflies produce Lied irelseat west- FUZESTONE
a k5. of merry as neat
•Illetkrie

14 lb. Bair Lot/ r

BALLARD & PILLSBURY

ER ISE R

JUICE

Charcoal Lighter -

BABY FOOD

8 oz. 19'

16 Oz. 25'

3 Jars 25'

•

BISCUITS

8 Oz. Can 6 cans 49'

•

FOOD
MARKET

IN, AND OUT-u A I ex Ls
Johnson I top). a career diplomat. has been nominated
by President Johnson to succeed Edwin Retschauer (lower,. who resigned as U.S.
ambassador to Tokyo.

* OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8 P.M. w
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